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54. The ideals L"(B) 
From Theorem 21.3 in Note VI it follows immediately that if L is 
Dedekind complete, then La is equal to the intersection of all a(L, L-)-
closed and super dense ideals in L. The purpose of the next three sections 
is to prove similar results for the ideals La(B) and Lan(B) in arbitrary 
Riesz spaces. 
Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and let A C L be a normal subspace 
of L. As usual we shall write N A = {IP: IP E L- and 1P(f) = 0 for all 
IE A}=AO. Then NA is a normal subspace in £ (Theorem 21.1 (i) in 
Note VI) and its disjoint compliment ° A = N~ in L- will be called the 
carrier of A. Since L- is Dedekind complete we have that L-=NA EEl OA. 
The projection of L- onto ° A will be denoted by P A. It is evident that 
for every IP E L-, (P AlP )(f) = 1P(f) for all I EA. In particular, if Au denotes 
the normal subspace of L which is generated by 0 < u ELand if P u 
denotes the projection of L- onto the carrier of Au in L-, then 
(PulP)(u)=IP(u) for every IP E L-. 
Let n=n(K.,,) be a system of normal subspaces of L which is directed 
upwards and which has the additional property that the smallest ideal 
containing uK." is quasi order dense in L. We shall call any system 
n=n(KT) of this kind an exhausting system 01 normal subspaces 01 L. 
If n=n(KT) is exhausting, then obviously fl K~={O}. If n is exhausting 
and n = n(Kn) consists of an increasing sequence of normal subspaces of L, 
then n will be called sequential. If every K~ of an exhausting system 
n=n(KT) has a weak unit, i.e., there is an element O<uT E K~ such that 
the ideal generated by U T is quasi order dense in K¥, then n is called a 
principal exhausting system or shortly principal. 
Let n=n(KT) be an exhausting system of normal subspaces of L. 
Then by n(PT ) we shall denote the corresponding system of projections 
of L- onto the carriers of the disjoint compliments K¥. Observe that 
n(PT} is directed downwards and that the projection P"=inf P-r; (i.e., 
P"IP=inf PTIP for all O<IP E L-) is the projection of L- onto the normal 
subspace 011, = flTOT, where OT denotes the carrier of K¥. 
1 ) Work on this paper was supported in part by the National Science Foundation 
of the U.S.A. under grant NSF-G 19914 to the California Institute of Technology. 
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After the above preliminaries we shall introduce now the following 
definition. 
Definition 54.1. Let n=n(KT) be an exhausting system of normal 
subspaces of L and let B C L~ be an ideal. Then by Ln(B) we shall denote 
the set of all fEL such that inf (PTq;)(lfI) = 0 for all O<;JpEB. If B=L~, 
then we shall write L" in place of Ln(L~). 
It is obvious that if B = {O}, then Ln(B) =L for all exhausting systems n. 
We shall now prove the following important theorem. 
Theorem 54.2. For every exhausting system n=n(KT) and every ideal 
B C L~, the set L"(B) has the following properties. (i) Ln(B)=O(B rl on), 
and so L"(B) is an ideal. (ii) K .. C L"(B) for all i, and so L"(B) is quasi 
order dense. (iii) 0" C L';, and so L"(B) is a(L, B rl L';)-closed. 
Proof. (i) Observe that if O<q; E on, then p .. q;=q; for all i. Indeed, 
this follows from 0"= rl OT. Thus if f E L"(B) and O<q; E B rl on, then 
q;(lfl) = (P"'q;)(lfl) =inf (PTq;)(lfI) = 0, i.e., f E O(B rl 0"). Conversely, assume 
that fEO(BrlO"') and assume that O<q;EB. Then inf-,;(PTq;)(lfI)= 
= (P"q;)(lfI)=O since P"'q; EBrl 0", and so fEL"(B). (ii) If O<uEKT and 
K,,:) K T, then, by Theorem 27.6 in Note VIII applied to L~, KT ~ K~ 
implies that (P"q;)(u)=PT(P"q;)(u)=O for all O<q; E B, and so K .. C L"(B) 
for all i. (iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows that if q; E on, then L'" C N", and 
hence N", is quasi order dense, or equivalently q; E L';. Thus if C L';. 
Since (i) implies that D'(B) is a(L, B rl O")-closed and 0" C L'; we obtain 
that L"'(B) is also a(L, B rl L';)-closed. 
In all the statements of the following theorem n is an arbitrary 
exhausting system and B is an arbitrary ideal in L~. 
Theorem 54.3. (i) D"(B) is a(L, L~)-closed. 
(ii) L"(B rl L';,) is a-normal, i.e., O<;un E Ln(B rl L";') and Un t u implies 
u E Ln(B rl L";'). 
(iii) L"(B) =Ln(B rl L';). 
(iv) If L is Archimedean or if the weaker hypothesis L'; C L;' holds, 
then on C L;', and so L"(B)=L"'(B rl L;')=L"(B rl L;' rl L';), or equiva-
lently, L"'(B rl L;) = L. 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from Theorem 54.2 (iii). 
(ii) Observe that if q; E L";', then N", is a-normal and apply Theorem 
54.2 (i). 
(iii) From on C L'; it follows immediately that Ln(B)=O(B rl on) = 
=O(B rl L'; rl O")=Ln(B rl L';). 
(iv) on C L'O C L;' implies that B rl 0'" = B rl L;' rl 0" = 
= B rl L;' rl L'; rl on, and B rl L; rl 0" = {O}. Thus (iv) follows immedi-
ately from Theorem 54.2 (i). 
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A few more elementary properties of D'(B) are listed in the following 
theorem. In all statements n is an arbitrary exhausting system and B 
with or without subscript denotes an arbitrary ideal in L~. 
Theorem 54.4. (i) Be Bl implies that L"(Bl) C D"(B). In particular, 
L" C L"(B) tor all B C L~. 
(ii) L"(B EB B 1) = L"(B) n L"(Bl) and L"(B n B 1 ) =:J L"(B) EB L"(Bl). 
(iii) r(B)=L"({B}), where {B} is the normal subspace generated by B. 
Proof. (i) is trivial. (ii) It is obvious from (i) that L"(B EB B 1) C 
C L"(B) n L"(Bl)' Let O<u E L"(B) n L"(Bl) and let O<cP E B EB B 1• 
Then cP = CPl + CP2 with CPl E Band CP2 E B 1• Hence, (p,cp)(u) = (PTcpl)(U) + 
+ (PTcp2)(U) implies that u E L"(B EB B 1 ). The second part of (ii) follows 
immediately from (i). In order to prove (iii) observe that B n 0" is order 
dense in {B} n 0" and apply Lemma 52.4 (ii) and Theorem 54.2 (i). 
We shall now give another characterization of the ideals La(B), Lan(B) 
and Lacn(B) along the same lines as the characterization of La in 
Theorem 21. 3 in Note VI. 
Theorem 54.5. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and let BeL 
be an arbitrary ideal in L~. 
(i) La(B) = n (L"(B n L';): n is exhausting) = n (L"(B n L. ): n is 
exhausting and sequential) = n (L"(B n L';): n is exhausting, sequential and 
principal). 
(ii) Lan(B) = n (L"(B n L;'): n is exhausting) = n (L"(B n L;'): n is 
exhausting and principal). 
(iii) Lacn(B) = n (L"(B n L;',e): n is exhausting) = (L"(B n L''II,e): n is 
exhausting and principal). 
Proof. (i) We shall first show that La(B) C L"(B n L;') = 
L"(B n L;' n L';). From Theorem 54.2 (i) it follows that L"(B n L';) = 
O(B n L;' nO"). Since O(B n L';') C O(B n L';' nO") and La(B) = O(B n L';') 
by Theorem 52.3 (i) we obtain that La(B) C L"(B n L';'). In order to 
complete the proof of (i) we shall prove that A = n (L"(B n L';'): n is 
exhausting, sequential and principal) C La(B). To this end, let 0, Un t U E A 
and let O'cP E B. Then we have to show that cp(u-un) ~ O. Let O<1X< 1, 
let An be the normal subspace of L generated by (un-1XU)- and let 
Kn=AnP(n= 1,2, ... ). Then n=n(Kn) is sequential and principal. In 
order to show that n is exhausting observe that Au EB Aup, where Au 
is the ideal generated by u, is quasi order dense in L by Lemma 48.2 (v). 
Since (Au)p C Kn for all nand Kn3 (Un -1XU)+ t (l-1X)u we see that the 
ideal generated by U Kn is order dense in Au EB Aup, and so is quasi 
order dense in L. Hence, u E L"(B n L';'), and so (Pncp)(u) ~ 0 for all 
O'cP E B n L';'. Now observe that (un-1XU)- E KnP and (Un -1XU)-,U 
imply that for every 0 < cP EL~, cp((un - 1XU)-) = (Pncp) ((un -1XU)-) , (Pncp)(u). 
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Then u - Un = (1 - tX)u + tXU - Un = (1 - tX)u + (un - tXu)- - (un - tXu)+ .;;; 
.;;; (1- tX)u + (un -tXu)- implies that T(u-un),;;; (1- tX)T(u) + (P nT)(u) for all 
n and all O<TEB. From uED"(B) it follows then that T(U-unqo, 
and so U E La(B). This completes the proof of (i). 
Since the proofs of (ii) and (iii) are word for word the same we will 
not give them here. 
Corollary 54.6. (i) La(B) is the intersection of all the a(L, B n L";')-
closed and quasi order dense ideals. 
(ii) Lan(B) is equal to the intersection of all the a(L, B n L";',.)-closed 
and quasi order dense ideals. 
(iii) Lacn(B) is equal to the intersection of all the a(L, B n L";',..o)-closed 
and quasi order dense ideals. 
Proof. We shall only indicate how to prove (i) since the proofs of 
(ii) and (iii) are similar. Since L"(B n L";') is quasi order dense and 
a(L, B n L";')-closed, we have only to show that if A is a a(L, B n L";')-
closed ideal and quasi order dense, then La(B) CA. But this is an easy 
consequence of the fact that if A is a(L, B n L";')-closed, then 
A=n(N9': T E B n L";' and A C N9') and the fact that La(B)=O(B n L";') 
by Theorem 52.3 (ii). 
Theorem 54.7. If L is Archimedean or if the weaker hypothesis 
L';; C L";',. holds, then Lan(B) = n(L"(B): n is exhausting) = n (L"(B): n is 
exhausting and principal) and Lacn(B) = n(L"(B n L";'): n is exhausting) = 
= n(L"(B n L";'): n is exhausting and principal). 
Proof. From Theorem 54.3 (iv) it follows that L"(B) =L"(B n L;') 
provided that L';; C L";',., and so the present characterization follows from 
Theorem 54.5 (ii). Observe that, by Theorem 54.4 (ii), L"(B n L";') = 
=L"(B n L";',..o) n L"(B n L;). Since by Theorem 54.3 (iv), L';; C L";',. 
implies that L"(B n L;) =L we obtain that in that case L"(B n L';) = 
=L"(B n L";',..o), and so the present characterization of Lacn(B) follows 
from Theorem 54.5 (iii). 
Whether L"(B) =L"(B n L";') holds for every exhausting system which 
is also sequential without additional hypothesis on L other than ro C L";',. 
is not known to the present author. The following theorem contains a 
result which is in that direction. 
Theorem 54.8. If the Riesz space L has the property that there exists 
a projection of L on every normal subspace which is generated by a single 
element, then L"(B) =L"(B n L";') for every ideal B C L~ and every exhausting 
system which is sequential and principal, and so in that case La(B) = n(L"(B): 
n is exhausting, sequential and principal). 
Proof. Let n=n(Kn ) be exhausting and principal. By Theorem 54.4 (i) 
we have that L"(B) C L"(B n L";'). In order to prove that these two 
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ideals are equal we have only to show that L"(B) eN", and cp E L; implies 
that cp=O. Indeed, in that case, L"(B)=O(B n L';' n O")=L"(B n L';'). 
We will show this by proving that L"(B) is super order dense (i.e., for 
every 0 < u E L there exists a sequence 0 <: Un E D'( B) (n = 1, 2, ... ) such 
that Un t u). To this end, observe that since n is principal there exists 
by hypothesis a projection on every Kn. Hence, uKn is super order 
dense, and so, by Theorem 54.2 (i), D'(B) is also super order dense in L. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
From the proof of Theorem 54.8 we obtain immediately the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 54.9. II L is Dedekind complete, then L"(B) =L"(B n L';') 
lor every ideal B C L~ and every n which is exhausting and sequential, 
and so in that case La(B) = n(L"(B): n is exhausting and sequential) = 
= n(L"(B): n is exhausting, sequential and principal). 
We shall conclude this section with a proof that Theorem 21.3 in 
Note VI is contained in Corollary 54.9. 
If L is Dedekind complete and if A C L is a normal subspace of L, 
then for every IE L and every cp E L~ we have (P Acp)(f) = cp(fA) , where 
P A is the projection of L- onto the carrier 0 A of A in L~ and where I A 
is the component of I in A. Indeed, if L=A EB Ap, then L~ =OA EB OAP 
follows from the observation that OA EB OAP is a normal subspace in L~ 
(Theorem 17.2 in Note VI) and if L~3 cp 1- OAEBOAP, then cp ENA n NAP, 
and so for all I EL, cp(f) =cp(fA) +cp(fAP) = 0 which implies that OA EBOAP=L~. 
Let n=n(Kn) be a system of normal subspaces of L which is exhausting 
and sequential. If Lis Dedekind complete, then 1=I"n+/~n with Inn E Kn 
and I~n E K~ for all IE L. In section 21 of Note VI we considered the 
set L'" of all I E L such that cp(f~n) -+ 0 as n -+ CXJ for every n which is 
exhausting and sequential and every cp E L~. Since from the remark made 
above it follows that cp(f~n) = Pn(cp) (f) we obtain that L"'= n(L": n is 
exhausting and sequential). Thus Theorem 21.3 in Note VI which states 
that L"'=La also follows from Corollary 54.9 with B=L~. 
55. The ideals L~ 
Let L be a Riesz space and let (! be a Riesz seminorm defined on L. 
If n=n(Kr) is an exhausting system of normal subspaces of L, then 
we set L~=D'(L:), L~.8=L"(L:.8)' L~.8n=L"(L;.8n), L~.c=L"(L:.c) and 
L;.8n.c = L"(L;'sn.c). 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 54.5. 
Theorem 55.1. Let L be a Riesz space and let (! be a Riesz 
seminorm on L. 
(i) L~= n (L~8: n is exhausting) = n (L~.8: n is exhausting and 
sequential) = n (L~ .• : n is exhausting, sequential and principal). 
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(ii) L':' = n (L~.8n: n is exhausting) = n (L~.sn: n is exhausting and 
principal). 
(iii) Lo:n= n (L~.sn.c: n is exhausting) = n (L~.sn.c: n is exhausting and 
principal). 
If e is a Riesz norm, then Le IS Archimedean and so Theorem 54.7 
gives the following result. 
Theorem 55.2. If L is a Riesz space and if e is a Riesz norm on L, 
then Lgn=n(L~: n is exhausting)=n(L~: n is exhausting and principal), 
and Lgcn = n(L~.c: n is exhausting) = n(L~.c: n is exhausting and principal). 
From Theorem 53.7 we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 55.3. If Le is a normed Riesz space such that e satisfies 
(A, iii) or Le is a-Dedekind complete, then Lg=Lgn= n(L~: n is exhausting, 
sequential and principal). 
We shall now turn our attention to the condition that Lgn=L~ for 
some n. 
Theorem 55.4. Let Le be a normed Riesz space. If Lgn=L~ for 
some exhausting system n, then the conditions of Theorem 53.9 are fulfilled. 
Proof. Lgn=L~ implies that Lgn is order dense in Le, and so the 
required result follows from Theorem 53.10 (ii). 
Let Le=loo. Then L~=Lgn=co=L~, n=n(Kn), where Kn is the normal 
subspace generated by the characteristic function of the set {I, 2, ... , n} 
(n= 1,2, ... ). Of more interest is the fact that in Example 53.12 we also 
have that L~=Lgn=co n {t: f(O)=O}=L~, n=n(Kr), where Kr is the 
normal subspace generated by the characteristic function of a finite 
subset of X not containing zero. Indeed, the only thing we have to verify 
is that u E L~ implies that u(O) = O. Let Ur be the component of u in K~. 
Then for every cP E L; we have that (prcp)(U) = cp(Ur). Let cpU) = f(O), f E L. 
Then cp(Ur)=Ur(O)=u(O) for all 7: and so u(O)*O implies that u ¢L~. 
Theorem 55.5. If Le is a-Dedekind complete and if L~=Lgn=L~ 
for some exhausting n which is sequential, then Le is super Dedekind 
complete, and so L;.c=L:'n. 
Proof. Since Le is a-Dedekind complete, it follows from Theorem 53.7 
that L~ = L~n is a super Dedekind complete ideal in Le. From 
L~ = L~n = L~ , n is sequential and exhausting and Le is a-Dedekind 
complete we conclude as in the proof of Theorem 54.8 that Lg = Lgn is 
super order dense in Le. Then finally Le is super Dedekind complete 
follows from Theorem 29.13 in Note IX. 
Since the normed Riesz space Le in Example 53.12 is a-Dedekind 
complete but not Dedekind complete we have that L~=L~n*L~ for 
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every n which is exhausting and sequential. From Theorem 54.S it 
follows, however, that L~=L~n= n(L~: n is exhausting and sequential). 
A combination of Theorem 25.6 in Note VII and Theorem 55.5 gives 
the following result. 
Theorem 55.6. Let Le be a-Dedekind complete and let Le have a 
countable order basis and let L~ = L~n be order dense in Le. Then Le is 
8uper Dedekind complete it and only if L~ = L~n = L~ for some n which 
is exhausting and sequential. 
56. A generalization of Anders theorem 
In Note XIV we have shown among other things that Anda's theorem 
(Theorem 47.3 in Note XIV) implies that if L is an arbitrary Riesz space 
and if B is an ideal in L~ with the property that N rp is normal for all 
cP E B, then Be r;: (Theorem 47.5 in Note XIV). In other words, using 
the notation introduced in section 53, Lan( B) = L if and only if N rp is 
normal for every cP E B. If the Riesz space L is Archimedean, then this 
result follows immediately from Theorem 54.7 which states that 
Lan(B) = n(Ln(B): n is exhausting). Indeed, if Nrp is normal for every 
cP E B, then Ln(B) = n(Nrp: cP E B n on) is normal and since L is 
Archimedean it follows from Theorem 54.2 (i) and Theorem 29.10 in 
Note IX that D'(B) is order dense in L, and so Ln(B)=L for every n. 
The purpose of this section is to show that Theorem 54.5 can be 
strengthened in such a way that among other things it will imply Anda's 
theorem. 
Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and let O<u E L. Then for every 
directed system 0.;;; u.. t u and every 0 < IX < 1 we shall denote by 
n=n({u..}, IX) the exhausting system n=n(K~), where K~ is equal to the 
disjoint complement of the ideal generated by the element (U~-IXU)-. 
That such a system is exhausting was already shown in the proof of 
Theorem 54.5. If the directed system is an increasing sequence 0.;;; Un t u, 
then we shall write n = n( {un}, IX), 0 < IX < 1, for the corresponding ex-
hausting system n=n(Kn), where Kn is the disjoint complement of the 
ideal generated by the element (un-IXU)-. 
In what follows Au will always denote the ideal generated by the 
element 0 < U E L. Furthermore, we recall that an ideal A C L is called 
super order dense in L if for every 0 < U E L there exists a sequence 
Un E A (n= 1,2, ... ) such that 0.;;; Un t u. 
Lemma 56.1. (i) For every o<U ELand every ideal B C L~, 
L"(B) n Au is super order dense in Au for all n=n({Un}, IX), O<IX<1. 
(ii) For every o<u ELand every ideal B C L~, Ln(B) n Au is order 
dense in Au for all n=n({u~}, IX), O<IX< 1. 
Proof. Observe that (Un-IXU)+ E Ln(B) n Au(n= 1,2, ... ) for all 
n=n({Un}, IX), O<IX< 1, and that (Un-IXU)+ t (l-IX)u. Thus L"'(B) n Au 
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is super order dense in Au. Similarly, (U,,-1XU)+ EL"'(B) n Au for all 
n=n({u.}, 1X), 0<1X<1, and (UT -1XU)+ t (l-1X)u shows that L"(B) n Au 
is order dense in Au. 
The following theorem is the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 56.2. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space. Then tor every 
O<u E L we have 
(i) La(B) n Au= n(L"(B n L';): n=n({un}, 1X), 0<1X< 1) n Au; 
(ii) Lan(B) n Au=n(L"(B n L;;,): n=n({u,,}, 1X), 0<1X< 1) n Au. 
Proof. Since always La(B) C L"(B n L';) we have only to show that 
if O<v E n(L"(B n L';): n=n({un}, 1X), 0<1X<1) and O<v.;;;;u, then 
v E La(B). To this end, we have to show that if 0 < Vn t v and 0 < cP E B n L';, 
then cp(V-Vn) .} O. Let u-v+vn=wn(n= 1,2, ... ). Then O,;;;;wn t u. Consider 
now the exhausting system n=n({wn}, 1X), 0<1X< 1. Then as in the proof 
of Theorem 54.5 we have that v-vn=u-wn .;;;;(l-1X)u+(wn -1Xu)-
(n=1,2, ... ), and so if O<cpEBnL';, then cp(v-vn).;;;;(l-1X)cp(u)+ 
+ cp((wn - 1XU)-) = (l-1X)cp(u) + (P ncp)((wn - 1XU)-). Since (wn -1XU)- = 
=(v-vn-(l-1X)u)+,;;;;v we obtain that cp(v-vn).;;;;(l-1X)cp(u)+(Pncp)(v) 
(n=1,2, ... ). Then the assumption V En(L"(BnL';): n=n({Un},1X), 
0<1X< 1) implies that (Pncp)(v).} 0, and so cp(v-vn) .} O. Thus v E La(B) 
and the proof of (i) is finished. The proof of (ii) is word for word 
the same. 
It is evident that 
n(n(L"(B n L';): n=n({un}, 1X), 0<1X< 1): O<u EL)=La(B) and 
n(n(L"(B n L;;'): n=n({uT }, 1X), 0<1X< 1): O<u EL) =Lan(B). 
Corollary 56.3. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space. Then tor every 
O<u E L we have 
(i) La(B) n Au=n(N<p: cP E B n Ls and Nil' n Au is super order dense 
in Au) n Au. 
(ii) Lan(B) n Au=n(N<p: cP E B n L;;' and Nil' n Au is order dense in 
Au) n Au. 
Proof. We shall only prove (i) since the proof of (ii) is similar. From 
Theorem 54.2 (i) it follows that L"(B n L';) = n(N<p: cP E B n L'; nO"'), 
and so if n=n({Un}, 1X), 0<1X< 1, then by Lemma 56.1 (i) every element 
cP E B n L'; n 0" has the property that Nil' n Au is super order dense 
in Au. Then the desired result follows from Theorem 52.3. 
From Corollary 56.3 we can deduce the following interesting generali-
zation of Theorem 51.2. 
Theorem 56.4. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space. 
(i) For every O<u E L, the set ot all cP E Ls such that Nil' n Au is 
super order dense in Au is an order dense ideal in L';. 
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(ii) For every o<u EL, the set of all rp EL;;' such that N'l' n Au is 
order dense in Au is an order dense ideal in L;;'. 
Proof. (i) It is easy to see that the set of all rp E L'; such that 
N'l' n Au is super order dense in Au is an ideal. If 0 < rpo E L';, then by 
Theorem 52.3 (i) we have that La(B'l'o) = N'l'O' and so by Corollary 56.3 (i) 
we obtain that N'l'O n Au=n(N'l': rp E B'l'O and N'l' n Au is super order 
dense in Au) n Au, where B'l'O is the ideal generated by rpo. Since rp E B'l'o 
implies that Irpl <: arpo for some real a> 0 we obtain immediately that 
N'l'O n Au= n(N'l': O<:rp<:rpo and N'l' n Au is super order dense in Au) n Au. 
If rpo(u)=O, then N'l'O n Au=Au implies that Nrpo n Au is super order 
dense in Au. If rpo(u) # 0, then N'l'O n Au=n(Nrp: O<:rp<:rpo and Nrp n Au 
is super order dense in Au) n Au implies that there is an element 
O<rp<:rpo, rp(u) > 0 and Nrp n Au is super order dense in Au. Since L~ is 
Dedekind complete, and hence Archimedean, it follows that the ideal 
of all rp E L'; such that Nrp n Au is super order dense in Au is itself order 
dense in L~. The proof of (ii) is similar. 
We shall now show that the following theorem, which contains Anda's 
theorem, is an immediate consequence of Corollary 56.3. 
Theorem 56.5. Let B be an ideal in L . 
(i) If for every rp E B the null ideal N'l' is a-normal, i.e., O<:un E N'l' 
and Un t u implies u E Nrp, then La(B) =L, or equivalently, BeL';. 
(ii) If for every rp E B the null ideal Nrp is normal, then Lan(B)=L, 
or equivalently, BeL;:. 
Proof. (i) If N'l' is a-normal and Nrp n Au is super order dense in Au, 
then u E N'l', and so by Corollary 56.3 (i) we have that u E La(B) for 
all O<u E L. 
(ii) If Nrp is normal and Nrp n Au is order dense in Au, then u E Nrp, 
and so by Corollary 56.3 (ii) we have that u E Lan(B) for all O<u E L. 
For normed spaces we have the following result. 
Theorem 56.6. Let L be a Riesz space and let e be a Riesz 
seminorm on L. 
(i) If N'l' is a-normal for every rp E L;, then e satisfies (A, i), i.e., 
Un t 0 implies e(un) t O. 
(ii) If Nrp is normal for every rp E L;, then e satisfies (A, ii), i.e., 
U T t 0 implies e(uT ) t O. 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from Theorem 56.5 (i) and Lemma 22.6 
in Note VII. 
(ii) follows immediately from Theorem 56.4 (ii) and Corollary 53.3. 
Theorem 56.6 (ii) is Anda's theorem (Theorem 47.3 (ii) in Note XIV). 
The proof, however, is different. 
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57. The normal component of an order bounded linear functional 
In Theorem 20.4 of Note VI it was shown that if O.;;;u ELand 
0.;;; qJ E L- are given, the integral component qJc of qJ satisfies 
(1) qJc(u)=inf(lim qJ(un): O,;;;un t u). 
In the present section a similar formula will be proved for the normal 
component qJn of qJ. 
Given O.;;;u ELand O';;;qJ E L-, we set 
(2) rp(u)=inf(supqJ(ur): O<UrtU). 
Theorem 57.1. (i) Given O';;;qJ EL-, we have rp(u);> 0 and rp(u+v) = 
= rp( u) + rp( v) for all 0.;;; u, vEL, and hence rp can be uniquely extended to 
a positive linear functional on L. 
(ii) Given 0.;;; qJ E L-, we have 0.;;; qJn';;; rp.;;; qJc';;; qJ, where qJn and qJc are 
the normal and integral component of qJ respectively. 
Proof. (i) It follows immediately from the definition of rp that 
rp(u);> 0 for all O.;;;u EL. IfO,;;;ur t u and 0.;;; Va t v, then 0.;;; Ur +Va t u+v, 
and so rp(u+v).;;;rp(u)+rp(v). Now, let O,;;;wr t u+v such that sup qJ(WT) < 
<rp(u+v)+e. We set ur=inf(u, WT) and VT=WT-UT. Then O,;;;ur t u and 
O.;;;vT=inf(u+v, wT)-inf(u, wT).;;;u+v-u=v. Furthermore, WT';;;Wa im-
plies that vT=wT-inf (u, wT) .;;;wa-inf (u, wa) =va, so O';;;VT t .;;;v. In order 
to prove that v is the least upper bound of {VT} , assume that vT.;;;z for 
all 1'. Then WT-Ur';;;Z, i.e., WT';;;UT+Z';;;U+Z for all 1', and hence u+v.;;;u+z, 
so v.;;;z. We have, therefore, that O,;;;vr t v. It follows now from 
qJ(UT) + qJ(VT) = qJ(wT),;;; rp(u+v) + e that rp(u) + rp(v).;;; rp(u+v) +e. The final 
result is that rp(u+v)=rp(u)+rp(v). 
(ii) Observe first that if qJ;>O is a normal integral, then rp=qJ by 
the definition of rp. Secondly if 0.;;; qJl .;;; qJ2, then 0.;;; rpl .;;; rp2. Hence, it 
follows from O';;;qJn';;;qJ that O';;;qJn';;;rp. Comparing the formulas (1) and (2) 
above, we obtain rp';;;qJc';;;qJ. 
It follows from this theorem that the mapping T: qJ --+ rp is a mapping 
of (L-)+ into (C)+, leaving each positive normal integral invariant. We 
list some further properties of T. 
Theorem 57.2. (i) If 0';;;qJl';;;qJ2, then 0.;;;TqJl.;;;TqJ2. 
(ii) If qJl, qJ2;>0, then T(qJl+qJ2)=TqJl+TqJ2. If qJ;>O and a;>O, then 
T(aqJ)=aTqJ. 
(iii) If 0';;;qJl';;;qJ2, then T(qJ2-qJl)=TqJ2-TqJl' 
(iv) If qJl, qJ2;> 0 and qJl -.l qJ2, then TqJl -.l TqJ2. 
Proof. (i) is evident from the definition of T. 
(ii) For any O.;;;u E L we have 
T(qJl + qJ2)(U) =inf {sup (qJl +qJ2)(UT): O';;;UT t u}= 
=inf(sup {qJl(Ur)+qJ2(UT)}: O';;;UT t U);>(TqJl)(U)+(TqJ2)(U). 
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For the converse inequality, let 0 <: u.,. t U and let 0 <: Vcr t U such that 
sup <PI (UT) < (T<pI)(U) +S and sup <P2(Vcr ) < (T<p2)(U)+S. Then, since WT.cr = 
=inf(uT,vcr)tu and sUPT,cr<pi(WT,cr)«T<pi)(U)+S for i=I,2, we have 
T(<pI + <p2)(U) <: sup (<pI + <p2)(W ... cr ) < (T<pI)(U) + (T<p2)(U) + 2s. 
The equality T(a<p)=aT<p is evident. 
(iii) Follows immediately from (ii). 
(iv) Since T<p1 <: <PI and T<P2 <: <P2 it follows from <PI -.l <P2 that T<PI -.l T<p2. 
Now, let <p EL~; <p=<pL_<p-. Since <p+ -.l <p-, we have T<p+ -.l T<p-, and 
so T<p+ - T<p- is the decomposition into positive and negative parts of 
an element of L~, which hy definition we shall denote by T<p. Hence 
T<p=T<p+-T<p-. Observe that for <p>0 this is in accordance with the 
earlier notations. It follows that (T<p)+=T(<p+) and (T<p)-=T(<p-), and 
so !T<p! =T!<p!. 
Theorem 57.3. (i) We have T(<PI+<P2)=T<pI+T<p2 for <pI, <P2 EL . 
If <p E L~ and a is a real numb,~r, then T(a<p)=a T<p. It folllows that T is a 
linear mapping of L~ into L~, leaving the elements of L';: invariant. 
(ii) If <p. t <p in L~, then TVJr t T<p. 
(iii) If <pI, <P2 E L~, then T{sup (<pI, <P2)} = sup (T<pI, T<p2) and 
T {inf (<pI, <P2)} = inf (T<pI, T<p2). 
Proof. (i) Let first <P='Ijl1-1P2 with 'IjlI,'Ijl2>0. Observing that 
<p+=('IjlI-'Ijl2)+='IjlI-inf('IjlI,'Ijl2) and <p-=('IjlI-'Ijl2)-='Ijl2-inf('IjlI,'Ijl2) and 
using part (iii) of the preceding theorem, we obtain 
T<p=T{'Ijl1 -inf ('IjlI, 'Ijl2}-T{'Ijl2-inf ('IjlI, 'Ijl2)} =T'IjlI-T'Ijl2. 
Now, let <p = <PI +<p2 with <pI, <P2 E L~. Then 
<p = (<pI + + <P2+) - (<pc + <p2-) ='Ijl1 -'Ijl2 
with 'IjlI, 'Ijl2> 0, so 
T<p=T'Ijl1 -T'Ijl2= (T<pI++T<p2+) - (T<pC+T<P2-) =T<p1 +T<p2. 
The equality T(a<p) =a T<p is evident. 
(ii) Given that <p. t <p in L~, we have <p-<pT>T(<p-<PT)=T<p-T<pT> 0, 
and so T<PT t T<p. 
(iii) By the linearity of T the desired result follows immediately from 
T<p+= (T<p)+ and T<p-= (T<p)-. 
In summary, T is a linear mapping of L~ into L~ which preserves 
the lattice operations and which leaves L';: fixed. We shall now prove 
that T is a projection, namely the projection of L~ onto L;;. 
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Theorem 57.4. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space. Then T is the 
projection of L~ onto L:;:. In other words, for every O<;tp E L~ and every 
O<;u EL, 
Proof. From tp=tpn+tpsn and Ttp=Ttpn+Ttpsn=tpn+Ttpsn it follows 
that we have to show that for every ° < tp E L;", Ttp = rp = 0. If ° < tp E L;", 
then by Theorem 56.4 (ii) we have for every ° < U E L that 
tp = sup (1jJ: O<;1jJ<;tp and N", n Au is order dense in Au). 
Hence, by Theorem 57.3 (ii) we have for every O<u E L that 
rp = sup (ip: O<;1jJ<;tp and N", n Au is order dense in Au). 
From N", n Au is order dense in Au it follows that there is a directed 
system O<;uT EN", for all T and UT t u, and so ip(u)=O. Hence rp(u)=O 
for every o<U E L. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 57.5. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and let O<;tp EL~. 
Then the elements ° <; U E L satisfying tpn( u) = tp( u) are exactly those with 
the property that for every directed system ° <; ~ t U the equality 
sup tp(uT)=tp(u) holds. 
In the following theorem we shall give a summary of the various 
formulas for the integral component, the singular component, the normal 
component and the singular normal component of a positive linear 
functional respectiveiy . 
Theorem 57.6. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space. Then for every 
° <; tp ELand for every ° < U E L the following statements hold. 
(i) tpc(u) =inf (limtp(un): O<;untu)=inf(lim tp(un): O<;untV;;'u) 
=inf C~tp(Un): U<; .2Un) =inf (.2tp(Un): U= .2Un) = 
=inf (limtp(un): O<;un t <;uand !1jJ!(u-un) tOforall1jJELe). 
(ii) tps(u) =sup (lim tp(un): U;;'Un to). 
(iii) tpn(U) =inf (SUPtp(UT): O<;udu)=inf(suptp(uT): O<;uTtV;;'u)= 
=inf (sup tp(uT): O<;uT t <;uand !1jJ!(U-UT) t 0forall1jJ EL:;:). 
(iv) tpsn(u)=sup (inftp(uT): u;;'UTtO). 
Proof. (i) We have only to show that tpo(u) =inf (lim tp(un): 
O<;un t <;U and !1jJ!(U-Un) t ° for all 1jJ E L';) is equal to tpc(u). It is 
obvious that tpo(U) <;tpc(u). Furthermore, tpc,o(u)=tpc(u), and so tpc<;tp 
implies that tpc(u) <; tpo(u), which proves that tpo(u) = tpc(u). 
(ii) tps(u)=tp(u)-tpc(u)=tp(u)-inf (lim tp(un); O<;un t u)=tp(u)+ sup 
(lim-tp(un): O<;un t u)=sup (lim tp( -un): O<;un t u)=sup (lim tp(un); 
U;;'Un to). 
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar. 
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In Theorem 20.6 in Note VI we have shown that if L has the Egoroff 
property, then in the formula <pc(u)=inf (lim <p(un): O<un t u), O<u E L, 
for the integral component of a positive linear functional <p the greatest 
lower bound is attained. 
Theorem 57.7. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and let O<<p E L~. 
(i) In order that in the formula <pc(u)=inf(lim <p(un): O<Un t u) the 
greatest lower bound is attained for all 0 < u E L it is necessary and sufficient 
that N",s is super order dense in L. 
(ii) In order tha~ in the formula <pn(u) =inf (sup <p(uT ): O<~ t u) the 
greatest lower bound is attained for all 0 < u E L it is necessary and sufficient 
that N"'sn is order dense in L. 
Proof. The easy proof is left to the reader. 
From Theorem 50.4 and the preceding theorem we obtain immediately 
the following theorem. 
'l'heorem 57.8. If O(L;') = {O}, then for every positive linear functional 
the greatest lower bound in the formula for the normal component is 
everywhere attained. 
The following theorem gives some information about the sets on 
which the greatest lower bounds are attained. The simple proof is due 
to J. Holbrook. 
Theorem 57.9. Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and let O<<p E L~. 
(i) The set of all f E L for which there exists a sequence O<Un t (n = 1,2, ... ) 
such that Un t If I and <pc(lfl)=lim <p(un) is an ideal. 
(ii) The set of all f E L for which there exists a directed system 
O<UT t < If I, such that ~ t If I and <Pn(lfl) = sup <p(uT ) is an ideal. 
Proof. (i) It is obvious that the only thing we have to show is 
that if O<uEL and O<untu such that <pc(u) = lim <p(un), then the 
same property holds for every O<v<u. To this end, let vn=inf (un, v). 
Then <p(vn)=<p(un)-<p (sup (un, v)-v) for all n=l, 2, ... , and so <pc(v)< 
<lim <p(vn) <lim <p(Un)-<pc(U-v) = <pc(v), i.e., lim <p(vn) = <pc(v). 
The proof of (ii) is similar. 
From Theorem 56.4 we deduce now the following result. 
Theorem 57.10. Let L. be an arbitrary Riesz space. 
(i) For every O<u E L, the set of all <p E C such that in the formula 
for l<plc(u) the greatest lower bound is attained is an order dense ideal in L~. 
(ii) For every O<u E L, the set of all <p E L~ such that in the formula 
for l<pln(u) the greatest lower bound is attained is an order dense ideal in L~. 
Finally from Corollary 51.2 we obtain the following theorem. 
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Theorem 57.11. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space. Then the set 
01 all cP E L~ lor which the greatest lower bound is attained in the lormula 
lor ICPln(u) lor all o<u E L is an order dense ideal in L~. 
Example 57.12. Let L=O(X) be the super Dedekind Riesz space 
00 
which was introduced in Example 43.5 in Note XIV. Let cP(f) = I/(xn)/2n, 
1 
where {Xn: n= 1,2, ... } is a countable dense subset of X. Since cP is 
strictly positive and cpc = cpn = 0 it follows that in the formula for cpc = cpn 
the greatest lower bound is nowhere attained in L+. 
58. Representations 01 projections in L~ 
Let L be an arbitrary Riesz space and let B be a normal subspace in L~. 
If B=L'; or B=L;;, then in Theorem 57.6 we showed that the B-component 
of every element ° < cP E L~ can be given in terms of a simple formula. 
This leads to the question whether there are other normal subspaces 
BeL for which such formulas hold. In view of Theorem 57.6 (i) it 
could be conjectured that for every normal subspace B C L~, and every 
element o<cP E L~, 
holds for all o<u E L, where P B denotes the projection of L~ onto B. 
Although this formula holds for B=L'; (Theorem 57.6 ii)) it is obviously 
false for B=L;; in a Riesz space L which has the properties O(L;;)={O} 
and L'; =/=L;;. (The Riesz space of Example 53.12 satisfies these conditions). 
Indeed, in that case 0.;;; Un t .;;; u and "P( U - un) t ° for all "P E B implies 
that Un t u, and so if o<cP EL'iri.c, then pBcp=o but the formula gives cp. 
In (*) we could then try to replace the sequences by arbitrary directed 
systems. But that does not give us the required result in all cases either. 
By way of example, let L=O(O, 1) and let B be the normal subspace in L~ 
of all the discrete bounded linear functionals, i.e., cP E B if and only if 
there exists a sequence O.;;;xn .;;; I(n= 1,2, ... ) and a sequence of real 
numbers an(n= 1,2, ... ) such that Ilanl <00 and cp(f)= Ianl(xn), I E L. 
In this case, however, if O,;;;uT t .;;;u and "P(u-uT ) t ° for all O<"P E B, 
then uT(x) t u(x) for all 0.;;; X.;;; 1, and so by Dini's theorem ~(x) t u(x) 
on 0.;;; X';;; 1 uniformly. Hence, for every O<cp E L~ and every o<U E L, 
we have 
cp(u)=inf (sup cp(~): O,;;;uT t .;;;u and "P(u-uT ) t ° for all O';;;"P E B). 
If cp(f)= S5ldx, then PBcp=O, so that again the formula does not give the 
required result. 
Despite the above counter examples we will show in this section that 
apart from L'; and L;; there are other normal subspaces in L for which 
(*) holds. 
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In order to prove (*) or for that matter any formula of this kind we 
need a criterion which is necessary and sufficient in order that an element 
((! E L belongs to the normal subspace B. For a special class of normal 
subspaces we shall be able to give a criterion of this type. But first we 
shall introduce some necessary preliminaries. 
Let L be an arbitrary Riesz and let M be an arbitrary non-empty 
subset of L-. We shall say that an element ((! E L- is M-absolutely 
continuous whenever O<;Uk {, and 11pI(Uk) {, 0 for all 1p EM implies that 
infkl((!(uk)I =0. It is evident that if o <;Uk{, and 11pI(Uk) {, 0 for all1p EM, 
then also 11pI(Uk) {, 0 for all1p which are contained in the ideal generated 
by M. Furthermore, if O<;1pT t 1p, O<;Uk{, and 1pT(Uk) {, 0 for all 'i, then 
1p(Uk) {, 0, and so we obtain that if ((! is M-absolutely continuous, then 
((! is also BM-absolutely continuous, where BM denotes the smallest 
normal subspace in L- which contains M. 
We shall now first prove the following lemma which is a parallel of 
Theorem 20.1 in Note VI. 
Lemma 58.1. Let M be a non-empty subset of L and let ((! EL-. 
Then the following conditions are mutually equivalent. 
(i) ((! is M-absolutely continuous. 
(ii) ((!+ and ((!- are M-absolutely continuous. 
(iii) I((!I is M -absolutely continuous. 
Proof. (iii) -¢> (ii) and (ii) => (i) are trival. In order to prove 
(i) => (ii), let O<;Uk {" 11pI(Uk) {, 0 for all 1p EM and let O<;V<;Ul. 
Then v-inf(v, Uk)<;UI-Uk and the definition of ((!+ imply that 
((!(v)-((!(inf(v, Uk)) <;((!+(Ul)-((!+(Uk), and so O<;((!+(Uk)<;((!+(Ul)-((!+(V)+ 
+ I((! (inf (v, uk))I. Since also 11p1 (inf (v, Uk)) {, 0 for all 1p EM we obtain 
that o <;lim sup ((!+(Uk) <;((!+(Ul)-((!+(V) for all O<;V<;Ul, and hence 
((!+(Uk) {, O. Thus ((!+ is M-absolutely continuous. 
Let B C L- be a normal subspace. Then we shall say that B has 
locally a countable order basis if for every 0 < U E L, there exists a countable 
subset of positive elements ((!n(n= 1,2, ... ) in B such that for every 
O<1pEB,1p(v)=suPn(inf(1p,n((!n)(v)) for all vEAu, where Au is the 
ideal generated by u. 
We shall now prove the following interesting result. 
Theorem 58.2. (Radon-Nikodym Theorem). If B is a normal subspace 
of L which has locally a countable order basis, then ((! E L- and ((! is 
B-absolutely continuous implies that ((! E B. 
Proof. If ((! E L- and ((! ~ B, then I((!I ~ B, and so ((!o= I((!I-PBI((!I 
satisfies ((!o ..l Band ((!o is B-absolutely continuous. The latter follows 
from Lemma 58.1. In order to prove the theorem we have to show that 
((!o = O. To this end, let 0 < U ELand let Au be the ideal generated by u. 
Then, since B has locally a countable order basis, there exists a countable 
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family of positive elements 'ljJn(n= 1,2, ... ) in B which is order dense in 
00 
B on Au. Then for every f E Au we set 'ljJo(f) = 2, 'ljJn(f)/2n(I +'ljJn(u)). 
n-I 
From cpo -.l B it follows that inf (CPo, 'ljJo)(u) = O. Hence, there exist sequences 
{Uk}, {U'k} such that U=Uk+U'k and CPO(Uk)+'ljJO(U'k)<2-k for all 
k=I, 2, .... Then 2,'ljJO(U'k)<= implies, by Lemma 43.2 in Note XIV, 
that for every O<S there are sequences {Vk}, {Wk}, {Zk} (k= 1,2, ... ) such 
that U'k=Vk+Wk for all k, cpO(Wk)<S for all k and Vk<Zk t <U and 
'lj!O(Zk) t O. Now 'ljJO(Zk) t 0 implies that 'lj!n(Zk) t 0 for all n= 1,2, ... , and 
so, by what we remarked at the beginning, cpO(Zk) t 0 since cpo is B-absolutely 
continuous. Hence, 2-k>CPo(Uk)=CPO(U)-CPO(Vk)-CPO(Wk) (k=I, 2, ... ) im-
plies 0<cpo(u)<2-k +cpo(Vk)+s<2-k+'ljJo(Zk)+S for all k=I,2, .... Thus 
cpo(u) = 0 and the proof is finished. 
Let B be a normal subspace of L~. Given 0 < U ELand 0 < cP E L~, 
we set 
T(u)=inf (lim cp(un): O<un t <U and 'lj!(u-un) t 0 for all O<'lj! E B). 
Theorem 58.3. Let O<cP EL~. Then T can be extended uniquely to 
a positive linear functional on L. Furthermore, 0 < T < cP and T is B-absolutely 
continuous. 
Proof. It is obvious that O<T<CP. For the proof that T is additive 
on (L)+, and so, by Lemma 18.1 in Note VI, can be extended uniquely 
to a positive linear functional T on all of L we refer the reader to the 
proof of Theorem 20.4 in Note VI. 
In order to prove that T is B-absolutely continuous we observe that 
00 00 
T(u)=inf(2,cp(un): O<Un,Ul+ ... +Un<u (n=I,2, ... ) and 'lj!(U) = 2,'IjJ(Un) 
1 I 
for all 0<'IjJ E B). Furthermore, we observe that from the linearity of Tit 
follows that T is B-absolutely continuous if and only if 
O<Un, Ul+ ... +Un<u (n=I,2, ... ) 
00 00 
and 'lj!(u) = 2, 'lj!(un) for all 0<'IjJ E B implies cp(u) < 2, cp(un). To this end, 
1 1 
let s>O be given. Then for every n (n= 1,2, ... ) there exists 
O<Un,k, Un,l + ... +Un,k<Un (k= 1,2, ... ) 
00 
such that 'lj!(Un) = 2,'lj!(Un,k) for all O<'lj! EB and 
k-l 
00 
2, cp(Un,k) < T(un) + s/2n (n = 1, 2, ... ). 
k-l 
n n 00 
Then Wn = 2, 2, Uj,k<U for all n= 1,2, ... and 2, 'IjJ(Uj,k)='IjJ(U) for all 
i-I k-l i.k-l 
29 Series A 
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O<1p E B, and so 
00 00 00 
ip(u) < lim cp(Wn) < ~ ~ cp(Un,k) < ~ ip(un) + B. 
1 1 1 
Thus ip is B-absolutely continuous. 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem. 
Theorem 58.4. It B is a normal subspace in L- which has locally 
a countable order basis, then tor every 0 < cP E L- and every 0 < U E L we have 
(PBCP)(U) = inf (lim cp(Un): 0 < Un t < U and 1p(u -un) t 0 tor all 0 < 1p E B). 
Proof. By the preceeding theorem we have that ip is B-absolutely 
continuous. Since B has locally a countable order basis it follows from 
Theorem 58.2 that ip E B, and so ip<cP implies that ip«PBcp). On the 
other hand, if O<cP' E Band cP' <cP, then cP' <ip, and hence (PBCP)= 
= sup (cp': O<cP'<cP and cp'EB)<ip. Thus PBcp=ip and the proof is 
finished. 
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